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Across

1.What you see is not grey for this puzzle, in a 
straightforward way (5,3,5)

10.As the crow flies, the elector leaves, for the 
swimmer, in a round about manner (7)

11.Around Q , it is shot, by the sound of it, (3,4)

12.The 50 strong cockney's are fat, perhaps? (4)

13.A mixed, short fibre underdress perhaps? (5)

15.Twisted metal will rot before a century (4)

17.A means to it, at last (3)

19.He may help with the tea, by the sound of it (6)

21.Crosward.... what should I do to improve it in 
this puzzle? (6)

22.As written in theory? (2,5)

23.Waits involving six, by the sound of it (6)

25.Sounds like a humble request in the court and 
just a humble request (6)

27.Close with 50, and sail in it without (3)

29.It encores without 20 down in the centre (4)

30.Not smooth in an unpleasant manner (5)

31.A medical and tasty plant (4)

34.A form of Al (7)

35.Tt, the first with respect to the second, of 
course (4,3)

36.The dark protector is abusing by mouth (13)

Down

2.Behold, we're 500 put down and around there 
(7)

3.He is able to be killed by him, by the sound of 
it (4)

4.Father has to turn here if he is to carry out the 
plan (6)

5.The coupled fish was back here with a week, 
Edward heard and you heard too (6)

6.Eh, notice Edward is a mess (4)

7.Cover the comfortable T, in slang, by the sound 
of it (3,4)

8.How dark is Milton's Paradise lost? (2,5,2,4)

9.Perhaps this vegetable was in a fight ? (5-4,4)

14.The sort of hernia needs fifty to help breath (7)

16.Ax51, sauce (5)

18.A coat similar to the common theme (5)

20.The military unit in Mensa, removes my 
mother, in fact they ban 'er, by the sound of it 
(3)

21.Sounds like or tea is after to help you (3)

24.Ritual five is a fake mess (7)

26.The old Iranians tongue (7)

27.I bought my tie in this land with one of this, so I 
heard (6)

28.Perhaps it is bad in the way of air (6)

32.It's 30, but let her at last in sea, by the sound of 
it (4)

33.Edward follows a gee to be cured (4)


